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Misc 4 - Reactivation of a Security ID, Guidance Notes
General Notes
●         All companies are to ensure that they have a system in place to notify the ID Centre using 'Misc 3 - Temporary Deactivation' form for the temporary deactivation of a Security ID card.  For example; employees who are due to take maternity leave and employees who are on long term sick leave. 
 
●         It is a DfT / CAA regulation that a Security ID card not used for a period of 60 days shall be suspended known as 'Parked'.  The ID Centre will notify all companies when a Security ID card has 'Parked'.  At this time the Authorised Signatory should either reactivate the Security ID using 'Misc 4 - Reactivation' form or if applicable arranged to have the Security ID card deactivated using 'Misc 3 - Temporary Deactivation' form.  
 
●         To reactivate a Security ID card Authorised signatures are required to notify the ID Centre using 'Misc 4 -  Reactivation' form along with any supporting documents when they can confirm the reactivation date (no more than 28 days in advance and no less than 24 hours notice).  The individual will need to attend the ID Centre with their Identity documents to have the Security ID card reissued.
 
●         There are variable circumstances that changes the reactivation process, from the length of time the ID card has been deactivated, the reason for deactivation, contact with the ID holder whilst deactivated and the whereabouts of the ID holder whilst deactivated.  In some instances a new background check will need to be carried out, include new Criminal Record Checks (including Overseas), referencing etc.
 
Note         For reactivation of a 'Parked' Security ID card that does not require a background check, the ID card holder does not need to attend the ID Centre.  If everything is in order with the completed Misc 4 form the Security ID card will be automatically unparked within 24 hours of receipt.  The card must be used within the 7 days of unparking.
 
 
 
 
         
         
Please confirm that the applicant has been in continuous paid employment by your organisation while the ID was deactivated.  (If you have answered 'No' to this question, a new application will need to be submitted.)
Please confirm that the applicant has been in regular face to face contact with your organisation (min once in every 28 days) while the ID was deactivated.  (If you have answered 'No' to this question, the background clearance will need to be carried out again, this could involve referencing the period since the ID was last used and new criminal record checks but this would be dependant of the individuals circumstances.)
Please confirm that the applicant now has a legitimate requirement to hold a Security ID card that gives access to the Critical Part of the Security Restricted Area at airport the ID was issued.
Please confirm that the applicant continues to be a suitable person to hold a Security ID that gives access to the Critical Part of the Security Restricted Areas at Manchester Airport and that in your opinion there is nothing which suggests a lack of integrity or otherwise reflects adversely upon their suitability to hold a Security ID at a M.A.G Airport.
Further details
·         CAUTION Under Section 21B Subsection (1) of the Aviation and Maritime Security Act 1990, It is an offence  to:- give false information either for the purpose of or in connection with an application for an identity document (pass) or in connection with the continued holding of an identity document that has already been issued. Offenders may be prosecuted and fined.  
·         All information given in this application is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.   
·         I have read and agree to the above caution and I understand it.  
Authorised Signatory
Please read the guidance note before completion by an Authorised Signatory
Applicants Name
Reactivation Date*
Misc 4 - Reactivation of a Security ID version: 09/02/2016
Reason for Deactivation
ID Centre Use Only
Access System Updated 
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* New Security Training details are required if the training details which were used to issue the Security ID card have expired & new Security Training has been received.
Training date
Training Company
Security Training - refresh details *
* Within 7 days of submission, for Reactivation of a Parked ID card without Background Check.
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